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1. Objective
This project is aimed at:
Investigating cultural evolution in contemporary, historical, or archaic human populations through
mathematical modeling, computer simulations, and statistical analyses of existing datasets. I have been
developing mathematical and simulation models to describe cultural evolution in human populations as part
of a MEXT Grant-in-Aid project “Cultural History of PaleoAsia: Integrative Research on the Formative
Processes of Modern Human Cultures in Asia” (2016-2020). This SSP research project aims at extending
those models further by taking into account various complicating aspects of real human populations that are
yet to be incorporated, and also developing statistical frameworks for fitting the models to existing cultural
datasets to estimate parameter values.
2. Project Outline
To that end, the project will consist of the following phases:
(a) The development of new mathematical or simulation models of human cultural evolution
(b) The development of statistical methods to fit the models developed in phase (a) to cultural datasets
(c) Statistical analyses of existing cultural datasets using the methods developed in phase (b)
3. Expected Performance
In this project, the successful candidate would be expected to:
(a) Complete the above three phases successfully under the supervision of the project leader
(b) Provide supervision for undergraduate students in terms of statistics and programming skills
(c) Perform routine work in terms of the maintenance of Linux computers
(d) Assist the project leader in terms of data preprocessing and implementing simulations
4. Required Skills and Knowledge
The successful candidate for this project will have the following knowledge and skills:
(a) Understanding of the modern theory of biological evolution
(b) Understanding of the basics of applied mathematics related to dynamical systems and stochastic processes
(c) Understanding of the basics of statistical methods related to Bayesian inference
(d) More than two years of experience in computer programming
(e)Experience in Linux/Unix and multiple programming languages including those for fast-speed computation
such as C/Julia and those for data processing such as R/Python
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